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How to stay
Committed
Your
committed to your
New
inancial
new Year’s
year’s Financial
resolutions
By: Rasheda Khatun Khan
Financial life planner & Author
of “Millionaire Mindset - 6 steps
to a wealthy life”
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Making an agreement with yourself is just
so easy to break because you only have
yourself to answer to and we are all good
at cutting ourselves a little slack. A good
agreement is made up of a worthwhile
outcome and a penalty clause if you break
it midway.
The strong commitment comes from the
level of importance of the outcome to your
life and what holds you to it is the penalty
clause or pain if you let yourself down.
Here are 5 steps to make sure you make
a big difference to your pocket in 2016.

1) Be speciic
You have to know what you want. Just
wanting to save more is not enough
to keep you in line. You have to know
exactly what you are saving for and most
importantly WHY. Really get to the bottom
of it. Knowing your Big Why, and what
difference it will make to you and your
family’s life is crucial in building this
commitment to yourself.

2) Get leverage
Know what the price would
be if you do not achieve your
goal. And remember to keep
the goal focused on what
you want or where you
need to be by the end
of the year. Getting
leverage on yourself
is so, so important.
Ask yourself:
“How would life
be if I did not
save enough
money for…….?”
Really go there.
The stronger
your leverage,
the stronger your
commitment.

3) Allocate and sutomate
Separate what you are saving for in
different accounts. This will help you
see clearly and avoid using the funds for
something else. Once you have opened
the different accounts, automate the
monthly amount so it ‘automatically’
transfers across on the same day every
month. You can do this by setting up a reoccurring transfer either online or directly
through your bank.

4) Track progress and check
it often
Create an excel sheet of what you have
going to which account and what it is
for showing your accumulated balance.
Update this monthly. By frequently looking
at this, it will keep you constantly align
to your goals. I suggest you add to this
planner your Big Why; this will constantly
remind you of your ultimate purpose.

5) Accountability partner
Get yourself a buddy to do this with.
When we have only ourselves to
answer to we can often fall behind
and the next thing we know
“it is January again.” It is like
going to the gym, “I will go
to tomorrow”, but as soon as
you know you are meeting
your personal trainer there or your
friend, the likelihood is that you
will turn up. The fact is when
there is someone else to hold
us accountable, we are less
likely to let them down.
So, a good New Year’s
resolution is not only ‘Save
More, Pay Off Debt and
Spend Less’, it is rather ‘Save
More, Spend Less and Commit
to this All Year.’
It is time to commit and make
your New Year’s Money resolutions
stick.

For more tips to avoid breaking the bank:
www.rashedakhatun.com
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o why is it that we just cannot stick
to our money resolutions? Why can
we not keep that promise we make
to ourselves? The answer is – we do not
make a strong enough commitment.

